SiCC or SLCC
MINUTES 11TH JUNE 2017

No

Item
Action
Attendees: Aaron C, Aaron D, Annable, Jordan L, Jordan S, Katie Br, Keiron, Mahala,
Mark, Martin, Morgan, Molly, Becca, Roxanne, Ryan, Sarah, Stacey H, Tish, Tia. (19)
Attending Adults: Lesley, Carolyn, Leigh, Craig, Julie
Guests Speakers: Cathy (Team Manager Children Looked After Mendip)
Julie , (Experienced Social Worker Mendip)

1.

Chairs: Aaron D, Martin & Jordan S.
Introductions & Activity – Aaron D
All present introduced themselves and shared with the group
something positive that had happened since they last met.
Aaron then got the young people to arrange themselves in age
order without speaking. The group was then divided into 4 groups
according to their age. Each was given a toilet roll and 10 minutes
to ‘make a mummy’ the group with the best ‘mummy’ won some
sweets.

2.

House Keeping - Lesley
Lesley reminded everyone: - what to do if there was a fire or
emergency.
-

Of the private Facebook page which helps all members to
communicate outside of meetings.

-

Who to ring outside of office hours, should they have
difficulty with transport or anything else.

-

3.

Also of their election which is happening in July to elect new
chairs for SiCC & SLCC meetings.
Feedback Book & General Feedback - Lesley

Young people still
need to write their
manifestos.

Comments left in the feedback book from the last meeting were
read out.
Big Well Done
Lesley also feedback to the group the comments she had received SiCC & SLCC
from the ‘Getting to Know You’ days where those involved had said
how amazing SiCC & SLCC where and what a great job they did.
Lesley also asked the group to give Ryan a big thank you for all his
hard work attending professional meetings to promote MOMO and
give a demonstration and his work promoting the website & MOMO

Thank You Ryan

at all the ‘Getting to Know You’ days.
4.

Expression of Interest
Young People
Jordan read out the Expression of Interest form from LADO (Local voted and agreed
Area Designated Office) who asked SiCC & SLCC if they would to look at these
look at some questions he had written about transport, to see if after lunch. Lesley
they would be understood by young people.
to email Anthony
(LADO)
Young people
Jordan also read out an email from Angela (children looked after voted and all
nurse) who had written to thank the group for allowing her to attend agreed. Lesley to
their meeting and for their ideas. Angela also asked if she could email Angela.
become a regular volunteer for the group.

5.

Seeing Friends & Family – Cathy and Julie (Mendip Team)
Cathy and Julie explained that they now have a building in Wells
which is going to be used for young people to spend time with their
families.
The building was going to be called a ‘Contact Centre’ but young
people have asked that the time they spend with their families not
to be called ‘contact’. Cathy and Julie came along to ask the young
people what they thought the building should be called.

All young people
put forward their
suggestions and
were given three
votes each, which
they could place
however they
wanted.
Willow Centre won
– young people
also explained why
they liked this
name and gave
suggestion of other
groups who could
use the centre in
the evening &
weekends

6.
7.

Lunch 13:00 – 14:00
Activity - Martin
The group were given a bag of objects. The first person had to pick
an object out of the bag and start a story about the object, the bag
then went around the circle with each person adding to the story

but having to remember what everyone before them said.
8.

Transport & Make a Film about Getting a Job
Young people worked on 2 different activities during the afternoon.
SiCC worked on the transport question from the morning. Those
who use transport answered the questions.

SLCC – started to make a film about young people finding a
job/work. The film will be a joint project with the ‘Unstoppables’.
9.

Lesley to email
LADO the
amended
questions &
answers from
young people.

Film to be shared
with young people
once complete.

Filming of Dream Clouds – What I Would Like to be When I
Grow Up.
The group all made dream clouds about what they would like to be
when they grow up at the last meeting and chose to film these.

Young people
need to decide
how they would
like to use these.
Lesley will share
clouds with John
from National
Careers service

10. Next Month Agenda Items
Group decided they would like to look at Better Relationships &
Independence.

Lesley to put these
on the agenda for
next month.

11. AOB (Any Other Business)
SLCC members discussed having a separate meeting @ Burtons
in the evening for those who are school leaving age and older.
Lesley agreed this could happen but stated that this would not
really work with any less than 4 young people. If numbers dropped
below 4 the meeting would be cancelled.

This is to take
place on the 3rd
Thursday of each
month. Lesley to
arrange.

Lesley put to them that this could be in a form of debate. With a
different question each month.

SLCC members to
get other care
leavers involved.

